Lyapunov exponents represent important quantities to characterize the properties of dynamical systems. We show that the Lyapunov exponents of two dierent dynamical systems that can be converted to each other by a transformation of variables are identical. Moreover, we derive sucient conditions on the transformation for this invariance property to hold. In particular, it turns out that the transformation need not necessarily be globally invertible. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Ordinary dierential equations constitute a widely used tool to describe the dynamical behavior of physical, biological, chemical and many other systems. Moreover, since Lorenz's [1] discovery of deterministic non-periodic¯ow, time-continuous dynamical systems play an important role in the exploration of chaotic phenomena [2±5] . In the modern theory of dynamical systems, their properties are mainly analyzed in a qualitative way in terms of their¯ow in phase space. A ®rst simpli®cation of such analysis might be achieved by transforming the investigated dynamical system to a system with a functional simpler or more convenient form. As a speci®c example, we mention recent advances [6, 7] in the theory of three-dimensional dynamical systems with quadratic non-linearities where coordinate transformations to the so-called jerky dynamics allow for a classi®cation based on functional simplicity of the resulting third-order dierential equations. The new dynamical system, however, should have the same dynamical properties as the original one, i.e., the character of the long-time dynamics (®xed point, limit cycle, strange attractor etc.) should not be changed. This leads to the question about the invariance properties of such quantities that can be used to characterize dierent dynamical long-time behavior, such as dimensions of attractors or Lyapunov exponents.
The concept of the dimension of an attractor is based on its metric properties, leading, e.g., to the Hausdor dimension, or on its invariant measure, yielding, e.g., the information dimension [8] . With this concept a simple classi®cation of attractors is possible. For instance, a ®xed point has dimension zero, a stable limit cycle has dimension one, a 2-torus has dimension two, while the dimensions of strange attractors being a signature of dissipative, deterministic chaos take on values that are typically non-integer. In Ref. [9] , it is shown that the Hausdor dimension as well as the information dimension are invariant under a wide class of invertible coordinate transformations.
Lyapunov exponents are de®ned using the dynamical long-time properties of the trajectories on an attractor [10] . The type of the attractor is uniquely characterized by its Lyapunov spectrum, i.e., the signs of the corresponding Lyapunov exponents [2] . For the phase space dimension three, e.g., an attracting ®xed point possesses the Lyapunov spectrum fÀ; À; Àg, an attracting limit-cycle f0; À; Àg, an attracting 2-torus www.elsevier.nl/locate/chaos Chaos, Solitons and Fractals 12 (2001) 1377±1383 f0; 0; Àg and a strange attractor f; 0; Àg. Besides this, Lyapunov exponents are also of fundamental interest, because the most common de®niton of chaos in physics is based on them: a dynamical system is chaotic if its attractor possesses at least one positive Lyapunov exponent.
Moreover, the Lyapunov exponents can also be used to de®ne a dimension-like quantity, the Lyapunov dimension [8, 11] . For typical attractors, the Kaplan±Yorke conjecture states that this dimension is equal to the information dimension [8, 11, 12] . This is proven only for the special case of two-dimensional invertible maps [13] , though there are heuristic and numerical evidences for its general validity [8, 12, 14] . Since the information dimension is invariant under coordinate changes [9] , one can expect that this is also true for the Lyapunov dimension or even the Lyapunov exponents themselves.
In this paper, we give a detailed and transparent demonstration only based on elementary dierential calculus that this assumption is in fact true. The Lyapunov exponents of dynamical systems that are described by ordinary dierential equations are invariant under a wide class of transformation of variables. As a consequence, also the Lyapunov dimension is invariant, and the above de®nition of chaos is independent of the coordinates used. This may not be surprising and, moreover, seems to be a widely accepted fact. Otherwise, the Lyapunov exponents would surely not have become such an important concept in the theory of dynamical systems. Nevertheless, to our knowledge there exists no proof of this fact in the literature. For maps, a corresponding proof is presented by Metzler [15] .
As starting point we consider the n-dimensional autonomous dynamical system
where x denotes a point in an n-dimensional phase space C x R n , Fx is an n-dimensional continuously dierentiable vector ®eld and the overdot denotes the derivative with respect to time t. The solution of this dynamical system for a ®xed initial value x 0 P C x is given by the trajectory ut; x 0 . Then, ut 0; x 0 x 0 holds and ut; x 0 ful®lls the equation
for all t P 0. To de®ne the Lyapunov exponents for the dynamical system (1), we consider a reference trajectory u r ut; x r with initial value x r and a nearby trajectory ut; x r e x 0 which belongs to a small initial deviation e x 0 from x r . The dynamical behavior of such nearby trajectories can be described approximately by the linearization of Eq. (1) with respect to the reference trajectory u r , i.e., by the linear system of dierential equations
with a time-dependent n Â n coecient matrix D x F ij u r o xj F i u r oF i =ox j u r i; j 1; 2; . . . ; n.
We denote the solution of Eq. (3) for the initial value e x 0 P R n by e u xr t; e x 0 . The subscript x r shall elucidate the dependence of this solution on the reference trajectory u r which is determined by its initial value x r .
The Lyapunov exponents with respect to a reference trajectory u r that is supposed to be bounded for all t P 0 are de®ned as [10] k xr e x 0 lim t3I 1 t ln k e u xr t; e x 0 k; 4 where we assume that the limit exists. Therefore, they constitute a measure for the mean exponential divergence or convergence of nearby trajectories. With the above de®nition, the following statements originally derived by Oseledec hold [2,10,16]: (i) There are n Lyapunov exponents k 1 P k 2 P Á Á Á P k n , i.e., there are s 1 6 s 6 n dierent Lyapunov exponents k k with multiplicity n k and with
(ii) Which Lyapunov exponent k k will result from Eq. (4) depends on the choice of the initial perturbation e x 0 in the following manner:
In particular, for all vectors e x 0 that are not in the subspace U 2 xr limit (4) yields the largest Lyapunov exponent k 1 . (iii) In general, the Lyapunov exponents are identical for almost all reference trajectories that belong to the basin of attraction of a certain attractor.
Next, we specify the transformation of variables whose eect on the Lyapunov exponents of the dynamical system (1) we want to study. Such a transformation T : x U 3 y with y Tx 5 maps the phase space C x R n to a phase space C y R n that is again n-dimensional. We suppose that T is invertible and possesses an inverse T À1 : y U 3 x with x T À1 y 6
and that T and T À1 are at least twice continuously dierentiable with respect to x and y, respectively. Applying the transformation T to Eq. (1) leads to the new dynamical system _ y Gy; 7
where the transformed vector ®eld Gy is given by
This follows immediately from the dierentiation of Eq. (5) with respect to time t. For a solution of system (7) that belongs to an initial value y 0 , we write wt; y 0 . The relation between the trajectories of the original and the transformed dynamical systems (1) and (7) is given by ut; x 0 T À1 fwt; Tx 0 g 9 or, equivalently,
Tut; x 0 wt; Tx 0 : 10
This can be veri®ed in the following way. Dierentiating Eq. (10) with respect to time t and using (2) and (9), one obtains an equation for _ wt; Tx 0 that is consistent with Gfwt; Tx 0 g from (8). For the de®nition of its Lyapunov exponents, the dynamical system (7) has to be linearized with respect to a reference trajectory w r wt; y r . This results in the linear system of dierential equations _ e y D y Gw r e y; 11
where D y G ij w r o yj G i w r oG i =oy j w r i; j 1; 2; . . . ; n. With the solution e w y r t; e y 0 of this linear dierential equation (for an initial value e y 0 ), the limit l y r e y 0 lim t3I 1 t ln k e w y r t; e y 0 k 12 de®nes the Lyapunov exponents of the transformed dynamical system (7). Clearly, from this de®nition analogous consequences result as from Eq. (4). In particular, which of the dierent Lyapunov exponents are obtained from limit (12) depends on the choice of the initial perturbation e y 0 . After describing the considered situation in detail, giving the relevant de®nitions and ®xing the notation, we are now in the situation to prove that the Lyapunov exponents of the original dynamical system (1) and of its transformed counterpart (7) agree. Clearly, this equality can be valid only for Lyapunov exponents of such reference trajectories of (1) and (7) that can be mapped to each other. We consider an arbitrary bounded reference solution u r ut; x r of system (1) and, moreover, suppose that y r Tx r holds. It follows that w r wt; y r Tut; x r or, inverted and in shortened form u r T À1 w r 13 are valid. As discussed above, the initial deviations e x 0 or e y 0 , respectively, determine which Lyapunov exponent of the sets of all dierent Lyapunov exponents results from Eqs. (4) or (12) . Therefore, the invariance of all of them is proven, if one can show that k xr e x 0 l Txr e y 0 is valid for an appropriate transformed initial perturbation e y 0 . To perform this proof, we subdivide it into four steps:
(i) It must be guaranteed that the boundedness of u r implies that also w r Tu r is bounded for all t P 0. This, however, is an immediate consequence of the invertibility and dierentiability of the transformation T.
(ii) Since the de®nitions (4) and (12) are based on the solutions e u xr t; e x 0 and e w y r t; e y 0 of the linearized systems (3) and (11), respectively, we have to investigate the relations between these two solutions. Therefore, we search for a transformation L : e x U 3 e y with e y Le x that converts the solutions of system (3) to the solutions of (11) with a non-trivial n Â n matrix L. Taking the derivative of this relation with respect to time and using Eq. (3), one obtains _ e y _ Le x LD x Fu r e x. However, _ e y is determined by dierential equation (11), where, again, e y is given by Eq. (15) . Collecting all this and taking into account that the resulting equation is valid for arbitrary e x, one ®nally obtains
This dierential equation constitutes an equation that determines the matrix L. However, we will not evaluate L by integrating (16), since we do not know the initial value Lt 0 at all. We will, however, derive a solution of (16) where the notation j w r explicitly elucidates that the above expressions have to be evaluated at y w r after taking the derivative. Since G depends on y only via T À1 y, we can write Gy GT À1 y with
Gx D x TxFx: 18
Therefore, for the derivative of G, we obtain
For the last implication, we have used the identity D y T À1 y D x T À1 T À1 y. This follows from differentiating TT À1 y y with respect to y, provided that detD x Tx T 0 holds for all x P C x and, therefore, D x Tx is invertible. Eq. (19) can also be written as
if one takes into account relation (13), u r T À1 w r . The derivative of Gx is obtained from Eq. (18),
Here, the arrow in the ®rst summand indicates that the outer derivative is only applied to this labeled term and not to F. To simplify this ®rst summand, we study it component-wise by writing
where the summation convention has been used. Since T is supposed to be twice continuously dierentiable, the order of the derivatives can be changed. Then, o xj T i x can be rewritten as D x T ij x and, using F k x _ x k , the sum F k xo x k corresponds to a total time derivative. Altogether, we have F k xo xj o x k T i x d=dtD x T ij x and, therefore, Comparing this result with Eq. (16), we ®nally ®nd the central relation
Therefore, the transformation L between the linearized systems (3) and (11) is given by the linearized transformation T taken at the reference trajectory u r ut; x 0 . In particular, the relation between the initial perturbations e x 0 and e y 0 reads e y 0 Lt 0e x 0 D x Tx r e x 0 .
(iii) Based on Eq. (25) we now derive properties of L which are needed to show the invariance of the Lyapunov exponents. Since the reference trajectory u r is supposed to be bounded and the derivative D x Tx is ®nite for ®nite x, a ®rst consequence of Eq. (25) is the boundedness of L for all t P 0. Therefore, there exists a time-independent constant L < I such that kLe xk kLe xk 6 L ke xk 26
holds for all e x P R n . Similarly, taking into account that det L detD x Tu r T 0 is valid for all t P 0, a corresponding estimation can also be derived for the inverse L À1 . Rewritten as an estimation for L, it reads kLe xk kLe xk P L À ke xk 27 with a time-independent constant L À > 0. Eq. (27) is valid for all e x P R n . (iv) With Eqs. (26) and (27), the proof that k xr e x 0 and l Txr Le x 0 are identical is now straightforward. From the de®nitions of the Lyapunov exponents (4) and (12) To obtain this invariance of the Lyapunov exponents under coordinate changes, we had to make several assumptions on the transformation T that describes the change of coordinates: T has to be invertible, at least twice continuously dierentiable, and the determinant of its Jacobian D x T must not vanish anywhere in the phase space. These requirements on T, however, can be weakened by an alternative derivation of Eq. (25) that is based on a theorem about the solutions of linear systems like (3) or (11) . These systems are obtained by linearizing the original dynamical system along a reference solution. Now, the theorem states [17] that the solution of such a linear system for an initial value that is the normalized vector in the ith direction of the underlying (euclidean) space, is given by the derivative of the reference solution of the original dynamical system with respect to the ith component of its initial value. For the dynamical system (1) and its linearized counterpart (3), e.g., this means out; x r ox r;i e u x r t; e e i ; 32
where e e i is a normalized vector in the ith direction of the e x-space. Clearly, for systems (7) and (11) which is obtained by setting x 0 x r in Eq. (10) and dierentiating it with respect to x r , is equivalent to Eq. (25). Therefore, we have derived the explicit form of the linear transformation L only by using the property (10) of the transformation T. In other words, the Lyapunov exponents of two dierent dynamical systems (1) and (7), whose solutions are mapped to each other by a transformation T according to (10) , are identical even if T is not invertible (and, moreover, T needs to be dierentiable only once). However, for the validity of the relations (26) and (27) it is necessary that kD x Txk < I and detD x Tx T 0 hold. The ®rst condition also guarantees that a bounded reference solution u r of (1) is transformed to a bounded trajectory w r of Eq. (7). Therefore, for non-invertible transformations T, the invariance of the Lyapunov exponents is only valid for such trajectories that for all t P 0 are con®ned to those regions in phase space, where these two conditions are ful®lled. Typically, this will be the whole phase space except a ®nal number of isolated points.
Summarizing our results, we have shown that Lyapunov exponents are invariant under invertible transformations of variables. Moreover, the invariance property is not restricted to such coordinate changes, but is also valid for non-invertible transformations that map the trajectories of two dierent dynamical systems to each other according to Eq. (10). Then, the Lyapunov exponents of these systems are identical for almost all of their trajectories.
